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it's very important that you have the correct driver
for your computer. sometimes, computer hardware

just works better with certain drivers. some
manufacturer's include device drivers in their cds,

while others don't. you can also find out the name of
the driver by right clicking on the device in device
manager and selecting properties. to update your
device drivers manually, open device manager. to
open device manager, press windows+x, and then

click device manager in the left-hand panel. from the
list of hardware, click the plus sign to expand the list

of devices. you may need to click on the plus sign
next to the device drivers to see which device driver
controls which device. if you require the drivers for

both windows and linux, then you will need to
download the drivers that are compatible with the

linux/unix operating system on the board. if you are
unsure what operating system you are running on

the board then please contact techwell to find out. if
you are a windows developer, we can provide you
with the development kits you need. we can also

provide you with drivers for other platforms (such as
android or ios) that would enable you to build

windows and linux applications. if you are a linux
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developer, you will need to contact the vendor who
sold you the board, and ask them for the linux sdk (if

they sell you a linux sdk) and/or drivers for the
operating system running on the board. loucath
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source whether any driver is available for it, and if
yes, please use that driver. v-id and d-id of the

device can be found out either from lspci -vv or lspci
-xx output and respective driver (if present in the
system) will have them present in their source file

(as part of id_table ) if you are having problems
installing the downloaded driver then the driver you
have downloaded may not be the right one for your
hardware. this is because the manufacturer of your

hardware may have changed drivers since the
release of the driver. to check for newer drivers for

your hardware, you can simply go to our driver
downloads page and check for your specific

hardware. 5ec8ef588b
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